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INSTALLATION TOOLS

TURNING TOOL
Crain 192 Carpet Turning Tool has a bent leg for tucking carpets under the door bar. This 
is done by pushing the point to the back of the door bar and then running the point down 
the bar length. The tool will then tuck as it moves along the door plate. The angled leg 
offsets the handle from the floor to keep the installers knuckles from rubbing the carpet. 
This tool can also be used for light carpet stretching in awkward places.

FLEXIBLE SEAM ROLLER
Crain Flexible Axle Seam Roller has two pivoting axles each with 7 star wheels giving 14 in 
total. As the roller is moved both forwards and backwards the axles pivot outwardly then 
inwardly. This action mixes the carpet fibers and pulls the seam edges closer together for 
less visible seams. The star wheel add pressure into the hot melt seam adhesive. Total 
roller width is 4”.

KNEE KICKER
Crain 505 Knee Kicker is one of the most durable in the Crain range. The double buttons 
provide four adjustment lengths from 21” to 25”. The visual Pin depth dial provides nine 
different depth settings for various thickness of carpet. Power rods extending through the 
pin plate provide support and improved force transfer to the carpet.

LOOP PILE CUTTER
Crain 303 Loop Pile Cutter has a base for cutting over pad or other carpet that protects 
the material underneath. The blade carrier is adjustable in height so you can lock the bev-
eled guide at just the right position to follow the rows. The cutter has dual blade pockets 
on both left and right sides, and a large thumbscrew that tightens to lock in the blades.

SEAMING IRON
Crain 189 Hook Handle Utility Knife has many added contours to provide improved grip 
and greater pulling power. It works especially well with hook blades on tough vinyl. The 
wide contoured midsection transitions to a narrow rear hook in proportion to the palm 
and fingers. The rear hook allows the little finger improved advantage for greater pulling 
power. The body is designed to pivot open by loosening the folding thumbscrew for fast 
access to replacement blades. The precision blade holder holds the blades tightly even at 
extended length.

SEAMING IRON AND TAPE
The Crain Grooved Based Iron has an ultra low profile handle making it easier to bring 
together the carpet seams. Dual indicator lights show both power on and heating status 
whilst in use. The back tip of the base is grooved to comb adhesive to the wall as the iron 
is angled out. The 12” non stick coated base and HSJO cord are standard features along 
with an 800 watt element producing a heat range of 220 degrees.
Crain Versa Trak Heat Seaming Tape for the heat seaming of carpet seams. Designed with 
8 rows of hot melt adhesive onto a unique scrim weave base. length of one roll is 20lm
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